The indefatigable members of The Human Health and Climate Change (HHCC) student group
Naomi Beyeler, Co-Director, Evidence-Policy, Global Health Sciences
Jeremy Alberga, Deputy Director, Global Health Group, IGHS
Arianne Teherani, PhD (School of Medicine)
The ad hoc Academic Senate Committee on Sustainability, Marya Zlatnik, MD, MMS, Chair
contributing important links.

A big thank you to the Office of Sustainability and Gail Lee for supporting the Newsletter’s production and for banded together to serve as active advocates for their patients’ health through the
Co-founded by 4th year medical student Sarah Shear, learn how California physicians have offsets.” How can we engage the entire UCSF community in an “all in” strategy to change the culture of faculty travel?

Interested in the carbon footprint of faculty travel? Join our students Colin Baylen and Stephen Ettinger, along with faculty member Sara Ackerman, PhD, who wish to learn more about your experience and ideas beyond “carbon

Opportunities for Action

Friday of October. Stay tuned.
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